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In this seminar, we will try to identify and understand
different kinds of errors and we will look at different strategies
for avoiding them. To open the discussion, do you think we
will ever be able to eradicate coding errors?

Lesson 1: Introduction
If trials of three or four simple cases have been made, and
are found to agree with the results given by the engine, it
is scarcely possible that there can be any error (...).1

PUPIL TAU: Errors are a curse and must be avoided at all costs.
Most software we use today contains errors and if we are to
make software engineering a reputable discipline, it is our duty
to find a way of avoiding errors. In fact, if your program contains an error, you should not even call it a program!
We should build on strong mathematical foundations and
write provably correct software. I think that dependently
typed programming languages are the way to go.

TEACHER: (Reads the quote from the blackboard.)
TEACHER: Welcome and thank you for joining the seminar on
miscomputation in software. The opening quote from Charles
Babbage about the Analytical Engine suggests that Babbage
did not see errors as a big problem. If Babbage was right, the
software industry would save billions of dollars, but sadly,
eradicating all errors from our software is far from easy.
In retrospect, it is interesting to see how long it took early
software engineers to realise that coding errors (that is, errors
in translating mathematical algorithm to program code) are a
problem. As Mark Priestly writes:

PUPIL BETA: I can see how this would work for the factorial
function or for Fibonacci numbers, but real software systems
are not so simple. When you start building a real system, you
do not even have a full specification, more so a formal one. This
is why we should turn functional requirements into tests. A
well-written test specifies one aspect of a software system and
if it can be automated, it guarantees correctness.

Errors in coding were only gradually recognized to be a
signiﬁcant problem: a typical early comment was that of
Miller [circa 1949], who wrote that such errors, along with
hardware faults, could be "expected, in time, to become
infrequent".2

PUPIL ALPHA: I agree with Beta, but I would go even further.
Tests should be the driving force behind the whole development process. You should only write code after you write a
failing test that specifies one aspect of your system.

We have been living with errors for over 50 years now and
programmers found different strategies for dealing with them.
Some errors are simple slips, like forgetting a semicolon. Logical
errors are harder to find, but at least we know that something
went wrong. For example, if our algorithm does not correctly
sort certain lists. But there are also issues that are harder to
classify. For example, if a machine learning algorithm incorrectly classifies certain images.3

PUPIL TAU: I’m glad we agree that correct software should be
the ultimate goal, but substituting proofs for tests is never
going to be enough. You are just showing the absence of certain
errors, not proving your program correct.4
Using such sloppy methods has serious consequences – we
rely on software so much that an error can kill people! If we
know that we can prove our software correct, anything else is
unethical.
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Babbage (1837) quoted in Priestley (2011).
Priestley (2011).
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TAU is paraphrasing Dijkstra’s (1970) famous quote: “Program testing can
be used to show the presence of bugs, but never to show their absence.”

a program meets its specification.5 Then there will be no doubt
that our software is correct and serves its purpose.

PUPIL EPSILON: Oh, come on! You both really think you can
eliminate all errors? Take any complex distributed system as an
example. So many things can go wrong – one of your machines
runs out of memory, your server receives an unexpected
request. Even a cosmic ray may flip a bit in your memory if
your data centre is large enough! The path to dependable
software is to learn to live with errors.

EPSILON: I like reading papers about programming language
theory and I do enjoy an elegant proof, but those always make
unrealistic simplifications. For example, if you model “year” as
a natural number in your proof, you will not be able to catch
errors like the Y2K bug that was caused by an “implementation
detail” that proofs tend to ignore. So I am not yet convinced
that your proofs will guarantee full correctness.

PUPIL TAU: I would like to object; we can accommodate for all
of these situations in our proofs, but I see there is only little
time left and I’m curious if OMEGA can direct our discussion
back into a more sensible direction.

TAU: Proving properties on paper is nice for small theoretical
models, but for software engineering, we need to make proof
an inherent part of the development process. One way to do
this is to use types. A type system can show the absence of
certain kinds of errors in your program.

PUPIL OMEGA: Yo, I tell you, errors are fun!
TEACHER: That is an interesting position OMEGA, but I think
the class needs more explanation. What exactly do you mean?

EPSILON: But you still need to prove that the type system is
correct. Otherwise you have no guarantees!

PUPIL OMEGA: Okay, then... I was playing in a club yesterday.
I accidentally put on a wrong sample and it turned out to be
much better! If you make an error, you might be surprised.
And if TAU thinks it is unethical, wouldn’t it be just as
unethical as to limit our method of discovery? Penicillin was
discovered by the kind of accident that TAU wants to ban!

TAU: Of course, you do. But type systems are small and
tractable mathematical structures and there are standard ways
for proving that they are sound. You prove the progress and
preservation property and you have a guarantee that welltyped programs do not go wrong!6

PUPIL BETA: Surely, we can find a reasonable middle ground.
Errors during live coded performance are one thing, but you
would not want to lose your money in a banking system
because of an error. And I for one will never get into an
airplane with software created by OMEGA!

BETA: At first I thought that we disagree, but now it seems
that I was mistaken. I too believe that types are useful for
avoiding certain kinds of errors. But there are properties that
cannot be checked using types and that’s when we need tests!

TEACHER: Thank you all for turning the seminar into a lively
discussion. We all seem to agree that we should be producing
software that serves the purpose it was designed for, but there
is much disagreement about how to achieve this and it is
perhaps not even clear what the purpose is. I’m afraid our
today’s lesson is over, but we will continue next week, by first
giving more space to TAU to explain his position.

TAU: There is no need for testing. The Curry-Howard isomorphism lets us import even more resources of logic into programming through types. With dependently typed languages like
Idris, Agda or Coq, you can express the full program specification just in terms of types. And then we will finally be able
to write provably correct software!
TEACHER: I think we can be convinced that with a sufficiently
powerful type system, you could provide a formal specification
in the type system and prove that the program matches it. But
if this is the right way to go, why are not there more programs
written in such a way?

Lesson 2: Errors as a curse
TEACHER: Let us start with TAU’s position. I am all eager to
learn how we can avoid errors altogether.
TAU: My position is that the only way to increase the
confidence in correctness of programs is to utilize the resources
of logic. Instead of debugging a program, one should prove that
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TAU: Today, most people who write software, practitioners
and academics alike, assume that the costs of formal program

put it, “[i]nstead of debugging a program, one should prove that it meets its
speciﬁcations, and this proof should be checked by a computer program”.
6
TAU refers to the Semantic Soundness Theorem introduced by Milner
(1978). Following Wright, Felleisen (1994), this has become a standard
method in theoretical programming language research.

Historically, this position first appeared with the Algol language. To quote
Priestley (2011), p258: “One of the goals of the Algol research programme
was to utilize the resources of logic to increase the conﬁdence that it was
possible to have in the correctness of a program. As McCarthy (1963) had
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verification outweigh the benefits7 and that fixing bugs later is
cheaper than investing into correctness from the very start.
But I am convinced that this is just a matter of time. The
technology of program verification and dependently typed
languages are mature enough today that it already makes sense
to use it in many kinds of critical projects.

specification? But I’m afraid we will have to leave this question
to psychology and sociology of programming.10
We will return to this topic later though. To wrap up
today’s lesson, let me propose the following summary: Proving
correctness of programs is promising for systems that have a
simple specification. For systems with complex specifications,
the complexity outweighs the benefits of being able to prove
that an implementation follows the specification.

TEACHER: Very good. But let me remind you that certification
of correctness is just one of the roles of proofs in mathematics.
Proofs aren’t there to convince you that something is true.
They are there to show why it is true.8 And sometimes they
also play the role that OMEGA attributed to errors – they lead
into unexplored territory of mathematics where we may even
find different fundamental questions. I wonder if the same is
true about proofs in software development…

Lesson 3: Errors as progress
TEACHER: In the last lesson, TAU persuasively argued that
software needs mathematical proof in order to be reliable. Yet,
we daily depend on software consisting of hundreds of millions
of lines of code and the number of disasters caused by software
is relatively small. How did software get so reliable without
formal proofs?11

EPSILON: I had a look at some Coq projects and I am convinced
that the proofs are true, but I doubt they fulfil the explanatory
role. Reading a sequence of tactic invocations is definitely
harder than reading an implementation of the same problem in
a simple language like Clojure!

BETA: It is not so surprising that we have gone overboard for
the theory at the expense of practice. After all, we find
prejudices in favour of theory as far back as there is institutionalized science.12
In reality, computer programming is an engineering discipline like any other. Miscomputation can be avoided only by
professionalization of software engineering and by following
disciplined practice and producing work that meets highest
professional standards possible.13

TAU: I agree that Coq proofs can be complex, but the proof
details do not matter. The future is dependently typed languages that infer a correct implementation from the type.9 So, you
will only need to write a sufficiently detailed specification using
types, possibly with helper functions or lemmas.
EPSILON: And the circle is closed! You are proposing to shift
all the complexity of programming from writing a solution to
writing a specification of the solution.
I do not see how this is safer. In today’s languages, we have
to verify the implementation and we invent new abstractions
and constructs to make this easier. In your dependently typed
future, we will have to verify the equally complex specifications and we will presumably be inventing new abstractions
and constructs to make this easier!

TAU: I do not see how this differs from my position. Meeting
the highest professional standards means using the resources of
logic to prove your programs correct.
BETA: The problem is that even formal verification is subject
to human errors and budget constraints. In practice, you only
verify that software is 99% correct14 and you will always make
simplifying assumptions to a certain degree. 15
The way to make sure that those do not lead to errors is
to adopt code of ethics like in other engineering disciplines.
Such code of ethics will require a careful analysis, specification
and design followed by professional development and a phase
of thorough testing.16

TEACHER: We came to an interesting point here. Is it easier to
write a correct concrete implementation or a correct abstract
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TAU is paraphrasing the introduction from Chlipala (2013)
A good discussion on the role of proof in mathematics can be found in Gold
and Simons (2008). The above is quoting Auslander (2008). For more
information on mechanized proofs, see also MacKenzie (2004).
9
This is a common view in the dependently-typed community, however
there does not seem to be a canonical reference making this exact point. A
good example is McBride, C., and McKinna (2004).
10
This is almost a non-existent field that would deserve more attention. Some
work in the area has been done by Mayerovich and Rabkin (2012).

This very same question has been asked by a proponent of formal methods
and the Algol research programme; Hoare (1996)
12
This is a paraphrase of an observation made by Hacking (1983), p.150
13
Historically, calls for the professionalization of programmers first appeared
around the time of the NATO conference in 1968. Chapter 8 in
Ensmenger (2010) provides the historical context.
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For example, see Flaisher et al. (2007) for a discussion of the formal
verification of the Intel Core 2 DUO CPU.
15
Manolios (2008) discusses issues of (typically ignored) quantum effects.
16
Anderson et al. (1993) discuss the ACM Code of Ethics.
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TAU: The focus on testing is naïve. As I said before, testing
can show the presence of bugs, but never their absence! 17

1. Red – write a failing test that specifies the feature.
2. Green – make the test work quickly, committing
whatever sins necessary in the process.

TEACHER: Let me clarify. This way of seeing testing is akin to
Popperian18 view of scientific theories. A theory is scientific if
it can be falsified, but we can never prove it true.
Even in science, not everybody agrees. If a scientific theory
makes a correct prediction or passes a test that had the could
have disproved it, the probability that it is correct increases.19

3. Refactor – eliminate all of the duplication introduced
through the imperfect implementation in step 2.
TEACHER: I propose to call this the test-driven development
methodology. In other words, TDD makes a miscomputation
an inherent part of the development cycle. We first produce an
isolated miscomputation and then write code to eliminate it
and we use automated tests to ensure that it has been eliminated for good.
The fact that we treat tests as specification means that
their successful run provides a Bayesian confirmation about the
correctness of our software.

BETA: I get it now! It’s like in the Bayes’ theorem. There is a
prior probability that the software is correct, possibly based on
the team behind it. Testing the software then provides new
evidence and the Bayes’ theorem prescribes how probabilities
are to be changed in light of this new evidence. 20
Of course, running the exact same test twice does not
improve the probability of correctness, but this is already
accounted for by the Bayes’ theorem. So what we need is a way
of finding relevant tests that do increase the probability.

Lesson 4: Errors as the unavoidable
TEACHER: So far, we discussed two strategies of eliminating
miscomputation from software, so let’s move to the third one.
EPSILON, what is your strategy for dealing with errors?

TEACHER: It seems that what we are looking for now is a
methodology of software development. Does anybody want to
propose one?

EPSILON: Eliminating errors is an admirable aim, but it is like
searching for the end of the rainbow. In reality, we can never
eliminate errors altogether. It does not matter if we try to give
absolutely precise formal specification or absolutely correct
implementation. Any sufficiently complex software system
will contain errors.

ALPHA: I like the idea of treating tests as specification, but as
the Bayesian philosophy of BETA teaches us, we need to make
sure to add relevant tests that increase the confidence that our
software behaves correctly.
I propose that we should first write an automated failing
test that defines a new, not yet implemented, functionality.
Only then we can write new code.21 By writing a failing test
first and providing implementation later, we know that the test
also increases our knowledge about the system.

TEACHER: What makes you so convinced? Do you have
experience with a particular application domain?
EPSILON: It is true that the unattainability is more visible in
my domain of expertise, which is distributed systems. You
cannot assume anything about other nodes and inputs, you
need to perform live updates and in some cases, the correct
behaviour is simply not defined.23

BETA: This idea of writing tests before code seems a bit odd to
me. How can you test code that does not exist? Surely, you do
not want to spend months making up tests for application that
does not even exist.

TEACHER: Now, what do you propose to do if an application
reaches a state with undefined behaviour?

ALPHA: Quite the opposite! Test-driven development gives
developers as rapid feedback as possible. Rather than writing a
full specification in advance, you add features one by one as the
requirements become clear. You proceed in a loop, following
the Red-Green-Refactor mantra: 22

EPSILON: Just let it crash!24
TAU: I expect that I’m speaking for ALPHA and BETA too if I
say that this is asking for a disaster. Not only will your system
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Dijkstra (1970)
Popper (1934)
19
The use of Bayes’ theorem as a model of theory confirmation is discussed in
Chalmers (1999), chapter “The Bayesian Approach”.
20
21

The three points are adapted from Beck (2002)
According to Armstrong (2003), “exceptions occur when the run-time
system does not know what to do [and] errors occur when the programmer
doesn’t know what to do.”
24
The “let it crash” slogan appears in Armstrong (2003)

Angius (2014)
This is a paraphrase of Beck’s (2003) quote “we (1) write new code only if
an automated test has failed.”
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stop working until you restart it, but you are also likely to leave
your data in an irrecoverably inconsistent state. Miscomputation must be avoided, even if it is more expensive!

TAU: But we are not talking about miscomputation here at all!
All the so called “invalid states” that EPSILON proposes to
handle by supervision and recovery are now perfectly valid and
expected! It is just a different way of expressing your program,
but as all the ones we talked about earlier, it does eliminate all
miscomputations from the software system.

EPSILON: Of course, I’m not suggesting to let the whole system
crash. Instead, we need to compose systems from small isolated
components, or processes, that can be safely killed. When a
process dies, we let someone else deal with it.25
You will have a hierarchy of supervisor processes and
when one process miscomputes, the parent is responsible for a
correct recovery and restart of the child processes. And
because processes are very lightweight, we can recover from
errors without causing any system outage. In fact, this model
is more reliable than avoiding miscomputations because we can
recover even if a cosmic ray flips a bit in the memory!

TEACHER: In a philosophical sense, we could even claim that
no software can ever miscompute or malfunction. It is always
doing what it was programmed to do and thus it does not
malfunction in the same way in which a screwdriver made
from glass will fail to fulfil its function to turn screws.27
That said, if we write code to handle certain situations
then the behaviour that results from the other, unexpected,
situations is undefined and we can see it as miscomputations.
It does not matter if the unexpected situation is caused by an
incorrect input or a dog chewing a power cable. By following
EPSILON’s method, we accept miscomputation, but only at a
lower level of abstraction. At a higher level that is visible to
the user, miscomputation does not occur.

TEACHER: We can find a useful analogy with a safety factor in
other engineering disciplines. A civil engineer will calculate the
worst case load for on a beam, but then build it ten times
stronger, or at least twice as strong. Such over-engineering is
extremely effective and is even required by law for bridge
building.

TAU: I’m afraid I already see where this is going. OMEGA will
argue that we should permit miscomputation at the higher
level of abstraction too…

BETA: The idea of over-engineering is something I would like
to see in software engineering code of ethics. But what safety
factor should we require for software products?

Lesson 5: Errors as communication

EPSILON: I never thought about it in such a formal sense, so I
have to admit, I do not even know how to calculate such safety
factor for supervisor-based applications.

TEACHER: I find it interesting that we discover different ways
of understanding errors in software by viewing it through the
perspective of other disciplines. First through mathematics
with TAU and then through engineering with BETA, ALPHA
and EPSILON.
OMEGA, you were talking about your musical live coding
performance. Are you going to continue this trend by taking
inspiration for programming from art?

TAU: Now you got me interested too. The safety factor for a
bridge can be calculated based on the expected load, but in
doing so, we assume a certain linearity. Increasing the strength
of material twice provides a safety factor of 2. But software
systems might involve feedback loops or non-linearity where
safety factor of 2 requires tenfold over-engineering.
What we need is a theory of stability, or perhaps a type
system that can guarantee that certain amount of supervision
does, indeed, provide the required safety factor!26

OMEGA: That is correct. I find many links between software
development and music. Many aspects of software development require an artistic approach and we can learn more about
software development from the creative and explorative
artistic process than from building bridges!28
Just like music is not about notes written on a piece of
paper, software is not about code in your source control. They
are both about interaction and communication.

TEACHER: Judging by the way you are talking about the idea,
TAU, it almost seems that EPSILON convinced you to embrace
miscomputations! Or am I mistaken?

25
26

27

See Armstrong (2003)
We agree with TAU that this is an interesting future work. Type systems
have been used not just for proving correctness, but also for computing
complexity bounds, e.g. Girard et al. (1992) and we can certainly imagine
type systems for guaranteeing minimal safety factor.

The point that software artifacts cannot malfunction has been made by
Floridi et al. (2015)
28
OMEGA is paraphrasing Gabriel and Sullivan (2010).
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TEACHER: How is this reflected in your approach to errors?

background and shows the failing tests immediately as you are
writing your code to provide rapid feedback.

OMEGA: An error in the performance of classical music occurs
when the performer plays a note that is not written on the
page. But in genres that are not notated so closely, there are no
wrong notes – only notes that are more or less appropriate to
the performance.29
Musical live coding performance is also not closely notated.
You issue commands. Some of them are more appropriate and
some of them are less appropriate.

OMEGA: This is exactly how live coding works! In TDD or
data science, you are trying to make errors more visible so that
you can quickly correct them. It is the same as live coded music
where errors are immediately apparent because you can hear
them. I do not understand why you hesitate to treat these kind
of errors in the same way as errors in business applications or
any other kind of software…

TAU: That is just great... Not only we do not have a complete
specification, but now we do not even have to follow it!

TEACHER: This kind of hesitation may arise from different
basic assumptions that we have about software, something
that philosophers of science call research programmes.31 Let us
try to explore this idea further…

OMEGA: I do not understand are you so afraid of errors. When
you make an error in a live coding performance, you have many
ways of dealing with it. You can compensate for an unexpected
result by manual intervention (like a guitarist lifting his finger
from a discordant note), or develop the unintended effect
further as a serendipitous alternative. 30

TAU: I do not see any questionable basic assumptions in the
discussion. The only problem is that OMEGA is confusing what
a program is with how it is created.
Following the same logic, you could say that interactive
theorem proving in Coq is also live coding with errors, because
you do write code interactively until you satisfy your proof
obligations. But this is clearly not a miscomputation. Just a process of construction of provably correct program.
A program is just a linguistic entity that you can analyse
for correctness and run. How it is written is not a concern of
our present discussion!

TAU: This is all very nice when you are doing a musical live
coding performance, but I do not see how it is relevant to our
discussion about serious software development.
EPSILON: I have no interest in live coded music, but I see
another similarity. What OMEGA described sounds a bit like
working with a REPL environment in Python or Racket.
There, you also type commands and run them immediately.
Sometimes you type the wrong thing, see an error message and
then you correct yourself. But that is still just a playground,
not something you could use to build complex systems.

TEACHER: Your last sentence is exactly the kind of assumption
that defines a research programme! 32
OMEGA: And I think it is fundamentally flawed!
Programming is not a task of constructing a linguistic entity,
but rather a process of working interactively with the
programming environment, using text simply as one possible
interface.33

TEACHER: Should we then agree that OMEGA’s live coded
music does not teach us anything relevant to professional
software development, or are there other areas of software
that are similar to live coding?

TEACHER: I think we finally understood what all the fuss was
about. TAU talks about the programs as static entities while
OMEGA talks about the whole process of interaction with the
machine. But are these two really separate as TAU insists?

EPSILON: I have one more example, but again, it is not what I
normally think of as programming.
Doing data science using tools like Matlab or R feels like
live coding too. You also issue commands, observe the results
and correct errors. Error like typos are immediately obvious,
but when running machine learning algorithms, it becomes
hard to even say what is an error!

BETA: Now that you mention it, I worked on a banking system
that was written in Smalltalk in 90s. In Smalltalk, you create
software by interacting directly with the environment. The
program runs at the same time as you are creating it.

ALPHA: Well, if you take such broad view of programming,
then TDD is live-coding too. A good test runner runs in the

29

32

30

33

The quote is a paraphrase of Blackwell (2005)
The quote is also a paraphrase of Blackwell (2005)
31
Lakatos (1967)
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This is the Algol research programme as identified by Priestley (2011).
Characterization of Smalltalk research programme, Priestley (2011).

This was useful for rapid feedback, but once the system
was working, you did not continue to live code it, except sometimes when it went wrong and you needed to investigate why
and fix the error.

2000 reported that $8617 got lost from my savings account!
Fortunately, they returned my money back on the next day…
BETA: This an error in coding then. The specification for the
banking system specifies how to calculate the compound
interest for a given number of years, but due to a sloppy encoding of years, the system calculated the interest based not on
+1 year, but based on −99 years!37

OMEGA: But the decision when to watch the system and when
to leave it alone was only yours. We need to abolish this
artificial distinction between a phase when software is created
and a phase when it is autonomously running!
In live coding, you want to interact with the system during
the whole performance. In other applications, you interact
more frequently in an early phase and less frequently in a later
phase. But you still need to be able to interact! For example,
when mitigating a hacking attempt, you should be able to
connect to the system and live code a defence.34

OMEGA: See, this is a nice case where formal proofs are not
going to save you. You can prove that your calculations and
algorithms are correct, but when it comes down to metal, years
won’t be idealized natural numbers, but only two digits to save
the memory space!
TAU: That would only be the case if you were using program
proofs in an informal way.

TAU: Well, now I see what you are trying to achieve, but it
gives me a headache! If we wanted to guarantee correctness of
such systems, we would have to shift from proofs about static
programs to proofs about dynamic systems and the interactions
that they allow.
I’m not saying it is impossible. It might even be an interesting problem! But I would very much prefer to solve the easier
task of proving correctness of static programs first.

OMEGA: Isn’t that what programming language theory and
proofs are all about? Writing proofs about lambda calculus
with idealized extensions?
TAU: Proofs about lambda calculus are important for getting
the foundations right, but if we talk about proving programs
correct, we must not make any idealizing simplifications, but
prove properties of the actual implementation.
In this case, it was not an error in coding, but an error, or
incompleteness, in the specification. The specification must be
detailed enough not to leave room for any ambiguity, such as
how are the dates going to be represented. With such detailed
specification, a correctness proof would find the issue.

Lesson 6: Identifying program properties
TEACHER: Unless anybody wants to propose yet another
strategy for dealing with errors, I would like to spend the next
two lessons discussing case studies that let us explore how the
different strategies work in two scenarios.
The first one is the Y2K bug. This was caused by the fact
that many old programs stored only the last two digits of a year
in a date and so adding one day to 31/12/1999 produced a date
that could be interpreted as 1/1/2000, but also as 1/1/1900.
First of all, let’s try to classify the Y2K bug. What kind of
error is it and what miscomputations does it cause?

TEACHER: But speaking of the banking system, what is the
theorem that would not hold?
BETA: I’m not entirely sure we would find one easily… If the
property we prove is that the system correctly calculates the
return on investment using the compound interest formula for
a given number of years, that still does not prevent us from
accidentally calculating it for −99 years…

EPSILON: Y2K is interesting. It is not an unavoidable hardware
failure, like a cosmic ray flipping a bit in the memory.35 It is also
not a simple oversight, such as errors caused by a typo.36
So, it must be occurring at a higher level of abstraction, but
how and where exactly, I’m not sure...

TAU: Of course, you would also have to specify the right
properties for the functions operating on dates… perhaps a
monotonicity of the ordering on dates with respect to the function that increments the date by one. Assuming 𝑛 is a function
that returns the next date and ≥ is the ordering on dates, we
want to prove that ∀𝑑. 𝑛(𝑑) ≥ 𝑑.

TEACHER: It will be easier if we consider a concrete instance
of the problem. For example, my bank statement on January 1

TEACHER: I wonder how this accounts for leap seconds…
34

37

This example is taken from Chassaing (2015)
Fresco and Primiero (2013) refer to these as “operational malfunctions.”
36
Fresco and Primiero (2013) refer to these as “slips.”
35
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BETA makes a correct guess, $8617 is what you lose when you assume 2%
interest rate on initial investment $10000 over –99 years.

OMEGA: Even now that we know what the error is, finding
the right property that would have prevented it is surprisingly
hard! How were we supposed to know that we need to prove
this monotonicity property before?

Rather than being able to monitor the internals of the system and fix the issues as they happen, the only available live
coding option was to shut the system down for maintenance!
I may be more interested in live coded music, but I believe
the live coding concepts are equally (if not more) valuable
when it comes to unexpected conditions in business applications and Y2K only supports my belief.

ALPHA: It is all about finding the right properties, isn’t it? The
same problem arises when you are writing property-based tests
with tools like QuickCheck38, which check that a property
holds for partially randomly generated inputs. With random
testing tools, you can focus more on finding as many useful
properties as you can, rather than on writing a longwinded
proof for every single one of them.
For example, a test suite for a banking system would likely
include a check for a property that adding calculated interest
to a savings account never decreases the total balance. The
Y2K bug would be easily discovered and miscomputation eliminated before it could happen!

Lesson 7: The ethics of mission-critical systems
TEACHER: Let’s look at another well-known bug. In August
2012, the trading firm Knight Capital lost $440m in less than
45 minutes due to an erroneous deployment of their software.
The company removed outdated code from the software
and repurposed a flag that was used to trigger it. It then
deployed a new version of the software on all servers except
for one – and turned on the flag. This executed new routine
on the updated servers, but it triggered the outdated code on
the one server running the old version, causing the system to
issue millions of erroneous trades.39
How could we avoid this kind of bug using the different
strategies that we discussed earlier?

EPSILON: This kind of assumption would be even easier to
check in Erlang. You do not even need a complex proof or specification of a property. You would just check if the calculated
interest is a positive number. If no, the process miscomputes
and terminates itself.
A supervisor process ensures that the system continues to
handle other requests. A manual intervention might still be
needed later (if the error does not go away on January 2), but
we would certainly not send you a bank statement with $8617
disappearing from your account.

OMEGA: I cannot believe it took Knight Capital 45 minutes to
turn off the malfunctioning server!
The lesson from live coding here is clear. You should design
the system to make such errors immediately visible and you
should be able to quickly manually intervene. You should be
able to stop incorrect trading just like you can stop a discordant
beat that you accidentally play in live coded music.

TEACHER: No matter how we intend to eliminate miscomputation from our software and whether it is through proofs,
testing or supervision, it seems that we have discovered that
the key to finding miscomputation are properties.
Is there a chance that we will ever find the right properties
and all miscomputations will be eliminated?

TEACHER: Should trading system be designed in the same way
as live coding systems, or is that just OMEGA’s perspective?
EPSILON: I can see how a manual coding intervention could
correct the error promptly, but why not avoid it in the first
place? The scenario sounds exactly like the situation for which
Erlang and its “let it crash” approach has been designed! Erlang
has been used in telecommunications for systems that need to
run for years without an outage and are updated on the fly.
Rather than repurposing a flag, you would simply add a
new kind of message. If an old system was running on one of
the servers, it would crash when it receives a message it cannot
handle – and it would get restarted while all the updated
servers would continue working fine.

TAU: Judging by the difficulty we had when searching for the
property to catch the Y2K bug, it seems harder than I was
originally expecting, but we must try!
TEACHER: Last, but not least, OMEGA, do you see any way of
addressing the Y2K bug with live coding?
OMEGA: Well, live coding is what most of the world did!
TEACHER: What do you mean?
OMEGA: Mission critical systems had an engineer on site to
monitor them and fix any issues that may arise. The only
problem is that nobody had the right tools for facing the errors.

TAU: I find it surprising that the software industry rarely
discusses its ethical obligations. Live coding might be a good

38

39
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workaround for the issue and the practical experience with
Erlang in telecommunications is, indeed, noteworthy.
However, the only way to provide true guarantees of
correctness is through formal methods and that is the ethical
approach we should strive for!40

be able to find similarities between some of the methods and
perhaps also find ways in which they can work together to
achieve the common goal.
In order to even recognize errors, or miscomputations, we
need to know what does it mean for software to be correct?

EPSILON: Speaking of algorithmic trading and ethics might get
a little odd… But I understand we are talking about missioncritical systems more generally.

BETA: The simple answer is that correct software corresponds
to its specification, but there are sadly many issues with this
answer… A complete specification is hard to obtain and for
some systems, it may be complex or difficult to formalize.

ALPHA: The difficulty with proving the system correct lies in
the problem discussed in the previous lesson. No matter if you
use proofs or tests, what are the properties of the system that
you want to guarantee?

TAU: The ideal state is when the specification can be written
in terms of simple properties. For example, a compiler should
preserve the semantics of the compiled program.42 I do accept,
though, that finding such properties is not (yet!) always easy…

TEACHER: This is a valid concern, but perhaps we could find
some for a relatively well-defined system such as this one…

ALPHA: As an aside, I always thought that types and tests are
in an opposition in a way, but I have to agree with TAU here.
No matter if you write tests or proofs, you are trying to verify
properties of software!

ALPHA: Presumably, trading systems try to use more and more
clever strategies that go against the intuition of everyone else
in the market. If we formalized basic assumptions about them,
we might rule out new profitable strategies.

TEACHER: Now, what about the software with not so clearly
identifiable properties?

OMEGA: Then you could even claim that using formal methods
is unethical, because of the missed opportunity cost it creates!

OMEGA: I believe this is the more interesting kind of software!
If we cannot find simple properties, the only (and the best)
specification is the source code itself.
I think those are two extreme ends of a spectrum and there
is much in between. As we use more expressive languages, the
source code becomes simpler, more declarative and closer to the
description that you would write in a specification.

ALPHA: I also expect that more and more algorithms are using
sophisticated machine learning methods. And even leaders in
the field can get those terribly wrong. Just look at the recent
case of Google Photos tagging black people as gorillas!41 This
was a sad failure. Is there a formally provable property that
could have avoided it? I doubt that…

TAU: Similarly, better formal methods let you capture more
complex program behaviour in terms of provable properties.

TEACHER: Let me attempt to summarize todays lesson. When
it comes to mission-critical software, all of us aim to create
software that matches the highest quality standards we can
think of, but we do not seem to agree what that means!

EPSILON: For the kind of software that is less amenable to
formal specification (and concurrent or evolving systems are a
prime example), we need to accept that miscomputations can
happen and we need a way to live with them. This is where
supervision and the “let it crash” methodology comes in.

BETA: I may be wrong, but I suspect this is a question that is
not going to be resolved anytime soon. This is why I was
advocating a code of ethics for software engineers earlier. It
does not give a definite answer, but it ensures that professional
software developers are aware of their ethical responsibilities.

OMEGA: Not just live with them! We also need an effective
way of reacting to miscomputations. And let me add that those
may occur even in systems with formally provable properties,
until we find a way to prove that we found all such properties!
No matter if we need to correct a miscomputation (in a
trading system) or use it as a creative inspiration (in a live
coding performance), we need to be able to react quickly.

Lesson 9: Searching for a grand unification
TEACHER: This will be our last lesson and even though we
will probably not find a grand unification of all the methods
and ideas, we should try! After discussing them individually
and in the context of two concrete miscomputations, we should
40
41

42
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